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It is nice to be back in this column. As anyone
U.S. stamps of the series of 1922 were
Star plates of the 1922 series were used for
knows who has written a quarterly column (I
overprinted for use in the Canal Zone with both
four Canal Zone issues. In the flat A series, two
cannot imagine doing one on a monthly basis,
the "flat A" overprint and the "sharp A"
star plates (17110 and 17115) were among those
much less a daily one) it is no mean feat to come
overprint. Plates used to print the denominations
used for the second printing of the 2'cent value
of this series of 50-cent or less had 400 subjects,
(Scott 73). (The first printing was all from nonup with something new and scintillating. Thus,
and a horizontal spacing between vertical rows
star plates.) These two plates had 5 point stars to
this report is very likely to contain a lot of
rehashing of thoughts written previously, but
of stamps of 2%mm. In early 1925, however, the
the left of the TR plate number, but although
Bureau began making plates with a spacing of
plate numbers 17110 and 17115 are known on 73,
possibly there might be a few points that are
new.
slightly over 3mm in the vertical gutters. This
no examples of such a star are known, and Plass,
To begin, it should be noted that the Canal
change was an attempt to reduce spoilage during
Brewster and Salz in Canal Zone Stamps
Zone Study Group has no paid officers, directors,
perforating that resulted from shrinkage of the
postulate that UR panes were not used for this
committee-' ch'airpersons~ -writers~- mall-sl1Je paperTrill1e horiWYilalcl1recfiorLTl'iepaperused =printing.
Th-esetwo-plates>VB'nttopress on Aprilworkers, etc. Everyone who does things for the
for printing was moistened so that it would
20,1925, while the overprinted stamps were sent
good of the CZSG does soon a voluntary basis. Of
accept the ink better, and after printing but
to the Canal Zone on May 15, 1925. In the absence
course, all out-of-pocket expenses are paid for by
before perforating it tended to shrink as it dried.
of a plate number, stamps from the two star
the CZSG-this includes such basics as postage,
The shrinkage was greater in the horizontal
plates of the second printing could possibly be
phone calls (within reason), photographic exdirection because of the grain of the paper.
distinguished from those from the other four
The first such plates (16656-9; 2-cent value)
plates with narrower horizontal spacing (16721-.
penses, and so forth. Thus should you wish to do
something for our group, do it!
had no special marginal markings and were
4) if a wide enough horizontal strip or block is
What is involved in being a volunteer for the
assigned on February 4, 1925. They were
available. The difference is hard to see in less
CZSG? The first thing that comes to mind is a
certified February 19, sent to press on the 24th,
than a strip of 4 or 5 stamps, however.
desire and interest to be a helpful philatelist.
and were at press twice until April 28, with
In the sharp A series, star plates 17814, 42
Secondly, one should answer letters requesting
28,400 impressions each. The sheets from these
90 and 92 were used for the 2 cent value (Scott
information within a reasonable period of time.
plates needed to be perforated on machines set
84). Although these plates went to press at
However, many of the individuals who help run
for the wider spacing between stamps, so
different times between December 10, 1925, and
the CZSG are busy people with not too much time
subsequent plates with the wide spacing, with
January 9, 1926, they were all dropped from the
to attend to philatelic matters, therefore
only a few exceptions, had a star placed in the
press on March 3, 1926, and thus presumably
members should not expect immediate response.
margin to alert the workers in the perforating
were being used together on a single 4-plate
At the same time, volunteers must take into
room to use properly set machines. Originally
power press at that time. The overprinted
account the number of hours it will take to fulfill
both 5 and 6 point stars were used, and they were
(Continued on page 10)
to the left of the TR plate number, but the
their responsibility. For if deadlines are not met
and queries not responded to, then we have an
position was later moved to below the UR side
organization that does not live up to its obliplace number. All of these stars except one (plate
Meeting Notice
gations. So, if you are planning to help row the
16758, which had a small star like those used on
There will be a national meeting of the
boat please be forewarned that all CZSG
rotary coils) were 6mm high.
CZSG at 1 PM on Sunday, September 2,
volunteer jobs require that you meet deadlines.
All later 2 cent flat plates had stars, but by the
1990 at the BALPEX show to be held at
spring of 1926 the rotary presses were being used
Otherwise, the group gets into hot water and
the Hunt Valley Inn, 245 Shawan Rd.,
loses prestige amongst its members.
for printing 2 cent stamps. The wider spacing
Hunt Valley, Md., which is north of
Our new editor, Bob Reisinger, is a good friend
between stamps was also used for higher
Baltimore. The CZSG will be acting as a
denominations, with one 8 cent plate, 5 plates of
whom I consider a first-rate guy. He will bend
participating society in sponsoring this
the 12 cent, 8 plates of the 15cent, and 20 plates of
over backwards to be of help to you. Likewise it is
show, and has guaranteed a large number
the 20 cent having stars. These were all below the
my hope that any members who can help him
of frames of Canal Zone material in the
UR-R plate number, and were all 5 point stars
will do so. Certainly there are many of you with
exhibit. Awards sponsored by the CZSG
except for 17421 of the 12 cent value, which had a
thoughts on CZ subjeds that should be aired in
will be introduced at the CZSG meeting'
6 point star. The wider horizontal spacing was
the CZP. Why not help our editor with some of
held at this show. Please plan to attend if
later adopted as standard, so plates in the latter
your expertise on some Canal Zone subject? I
you can.
part of the 18,000 series and above did not have
the stars on these high denominations.
(Continued on page 11)
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The stars on these four plates differ in
orientation (they were entered with a hand held
punch), so that they can be identified even as star
singles. On 17814 the star points up, but leans
slightly to the left, while on 17890 itleans slightly
to the right. On 17842 the star point.s to the right,
while on 17892 it points down. Figures 1-4 show
the four star plates used for Scott #84 (we have
included one without the overprint because we
did not have an example to photograph with
overprint and wanted to illustrate the position of
the stars on all four plates). By comparison, the
star single in Fig. 5 is from 17892. Notice in
Figures 1, 2 and 4 that the overprints on the
stamps showing the plate number and star (UR
50 and 60) are displaced upwards by 1mm. This
is a constant variety not mentioned by Plass,
Brewster and Salz in Canal Zone Stamps.
Star plates were not used for the 12 cent sharp
A stamp (Scott 88), but the second printing ofthe
15 cent value (Scott 90) was on star plates 17430-3
with 9mm spacing between the two words of the
overprint. These four plates were at press from
August 22 to 29, 1927. The majority of the panes
used for this issue were UL ones, and do not show
the star. At least some UR panes were used,
however, as a plate block of 4 of 17433 showing
the star is known (Fig. 6). This item was
purchased by the author in the 1978 CZSG mail
sale for $425 (Scott values normal plate blocks of
#90 at $200, but does not price the star plate). Joe
N app in Napp's Numbers, Vol. I, suggests that
this block may be unique: can anyone report
another example? The orientation of the star
again differs for these four plates. While the star
points to the left of 17433 (Fig. 6), it points up on
17432, for example.
The second printing of the 20 cent flat A issue
(Scott 92) was on two sets of star plates (17227-30;
17426-9), but only LL and LR panes were
overprinted, so no plate blocks with star exist.
The first set offour plates went to press from July
23 to August 16, 1926, and the second set was at
press from July 27 to August 20, 1926. The
overprinted stamps were shipped to the Canal
Zone on May 27, 1927, so the panes that were
overprinted came from stock, as opposed to
current production, in this case.

Fig. 2. Star plate 17842 on Scott 84. Note that
only stamps 50 and 60 show the upward shift
of the overprint. Courtesy of Joseph Napp.

Fig. 3. Star plate 17890. This example does
not have the overprint, but shows the position
of the star. This plate does occur on Scott 84.

Fig. 4. Star plate 17892 on Scott 84. The
upward shift of the two right overprints as
well as the weak final L of CANAL in these
two positions are constant varieties.

Copyright 1990
Canal Zone Study Group

U.S. Star Plates
(Continued from page 9)
stamps were shipped to the Canal Zone on March
22, 1926. Only one printing was made, and is
unique in having an llmm spacing between the
words CANAL and ZONE of the overprint. All
four plates are known with star, and a plate block
of 6 with star catalogs $1000 (1990 Scott U.S.
Specialized) vs $350 for a normal plate block.
Plate blocks of 4 with star are easier to find, and
one sold for $365 in the 1989 CZSG mail sale.

Fig. 1. Star plate 17814 overprinted to give
Scott 84. Note the 1mm upward shift of the
two right-hand overprints.
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Fig. 5. The position of the star identifies this
single as being from plate 17892.

Stamp Discovery Proves To
Be A Learning Experience
by P.J. Rinaldi
While attending
was at a dealer's

a stamp show in New York, I
table when I noticed an old

notebook full of three-ring punched stock pages,
(approx.
60 pages,) made up of all different
countries. I got to the C s, looked at his Canada,
but there was not much of a selection. I turned
the page and 10 and behold he had a page of Canal
Zone. I am an avid collector of Canal Zone
Fig. 6. Star
Scott 90.

plate

17433 overprinted

to give

stamps, and anyone that collects this area knows
that good stamps
are extremely
difficult to
locate. Some stamps only catalog a mere $8 to
$10, yet in the last 10 years I have never seen
these offered in dealer's stock or through the

We should note that the star plates of the 1922
series are not the only plates marked with a star
that were overprinted for use in the Canal Zone.
The Bureau experimented
in 1909-11 with plates
that had different spacings in the vertical gaps
between stamps in order to address the same

APS circuits. Suddenly, I spotted a used pair of
Scott No.1!.
All of a sudden, my adrenaline
started to flow; something, I wasn't quite sure
just what, was wrong with these stamps. I tried
to act in a calm manner; I didn't want to tip off

paper shrinkage
problem that the star plates
were designed to cure on the 1922 series. These
early "star" plates had a small 5 point star
(usually an open one 2.7mm high. but on a few
early plates a solid one 1.3mm high) between the
Bureau imprint
and the plate number in all
eight positions on the plate. Since experience
showed that the outer edges of the moistened
paper
shrunk
more than the center
after
printing, the outer 6 vertical rows on each side
had 3mm spacing, while the eight vertical rows
in the center had 2-2.5mm spacing. Postage Due
plates of this type were overprinted for-use-iR-the .Canal Zone and used for Jl, J3, J14 and J20.

the dealer by pulling out my catalog or my 30
power glass. I was on my own, left to my
memory. What chance would I have to figure out
what this variety was? On top of everything else,
his table was without
adequate
lighting.
I
examined the stamps, along with a few others as
casually as I could. My examination revealed two
things: first, the location of the overprint bars on
both stamps appeared different: different than
what I wasn't quite sure. Second, the "M" in the
Panama
overprint
appeared
to be inverted.
Incidentally,
I had purchased
an inverted "M"
-se-vemI--years ago.fl'om.the same. dealer. Due-to
the poor lighting and the fact that I didn't want to

These 2.7mm open 5 point stars show on all plate
number strips and blocks on these issues.

"get taken" I
power glass
inverted "M"
catalog value

Acknowledgements:
We thank Richard Bates for useful comments,
and Joe N app for letting us photograph the plate
block in Fig. 2.

was to get Canal stamps in pairs, even a common
stamp such as Scott No.1!. I asked him how
much he was asking for this pair. Well, I must

(ContinuedfTO?n page 9)
assure you that he will acknowledge promptly any
article you send him and that he will be of help to
you in providing additional information
should
you request it. If he does not have an answer to
your questions, be assured he has many sources
that can provide the requested
information.
Please help Editor Reisinger to the best of your
ability-he
will be most appreciative.
And don't
forget that the editor is not the one who should fill
up the pages of the CZP-it is necessary for the
membership
to pitch in. The editor has plenty to
do just doing the editing!

* * *
of the Publication

Committee,

and removed my 30
the stamp for the
way this error has a
was the inverted "M"

on one stamp; I was sure of it. I looked at some
other material then mentioned how difficult it

Vice President's Report

As a member

lost my poise
to examine
error. (By the
of $60.) Yes, it

I

hope that you enjoyed reading CZSG Handbook
No. 7-U.S. Navy Slogan Cancels/:n the Canal
Zone and PanamaATea 1908-1941 by RobertJ.
Karrer,
Jr., and Roger A. Wentworth.
This
excellent research project should spark renewed
interest
in this philatelic
area. The CZSG
membership
extends thanks to the authorsmany, many hours went into this handbook.

have tipped him off, he took out his catalog, spent
a great deal of time reading about Scott No. 11,
examined
the stamp under his glass for what
seemed like an eternity,
then announced
he
wanted $3 for the pair. I wiped my brow. made a
few faces, and agreed to pay his price.
I carefully placed the stamp in my briefcase
and couldn't wait until I arrived home to really
scrutinize this stamp. After arriving home and
examining
the stamp and comparing
it to the
inverted "M" I already possessed, I was shocked
and disappointed
to find out this was not the
highly sought after inverted "M" as I originally
thought. I felt like a failure. Here I am a collector
of Canal Zone stamps, owner of an error, and I
can't even recognize a stamp when I see it. Anger
set in after that; I was "ripped off'. Another case
of "caveat emptor,"-let
the buyer beware.
Naturally, I could never tell my collector friends
this story, nor would I mention it to anyone at the
stamp club. I put the stamps in with my other
Canal Zone stamps and thought again about
"what might have been."
Several hours later I remembered
that when I
first viewed this stamp I thought that there was
something wrong with the overprint bars. Once
-11-

again, I took the stamp out; however, this time I
also took out from my library a beautiful volume
of Canal Zone stamps which I had received free
of charge because I was a member of the Canal
Zone Study Group. This book was written by
three members ofthe society and is the definitive
issue for any collector of Canal Zone stamps. I
turned to the chapter which covers Scott No. 11
and immediately
my attention was dra,,'n to an
enlarged

photo of a used block of four with the

"inverted overprint,"
bar at the bottom. Once
again my blood pressure rose. Could it be? I knew
it was "different" when I first saw it, even though
I could not put my finger on it. The book
identified this type of error as Scott No. lIb. I
went to my catalog and 10 and behold a single
stamp catalogs for $325. I had a pair! I went back
to the book and read more, only 35 of this type,
Scott No. lIb have been certified. I read the
explanation
about the error and how to be sure
what you have is the variety. My heart dropped
down to my feet. After days of examining
and
re-examining
this stamp I could not be sure if, in
fact, it was Scott No. lIb. Part of the problem
was, of course, my previous track record. If you
remember
I originally thought that this stamp
was the inverted "M" error. Well, you guessed it, I
was faced with only one option-send
the stamp
off to be expertized and determine once and for
all if I had made a "major discovery" or did I just
make a fool out of myself. By now this stamp had
taken me through quite a few firsts, and getting
a stamp expertized
would be another first for
me. What service should I use, APS, The
Philatelic Foundation, or an independent organ ization? For..some obvious.r.eas.ons, I _chose the
APS Expertizing
Service. I am an APS member
and my friend and fellow stamp club member
had used this APS service and was, therefore,
familiar with how it worked, which made me feel
better. I might add for those of you who have
never used this APS service and are thinking
about using it, it is painless and quite an efficient
service, whether it comes out in your favor or not.
My friend gave me an extra form for the APS
expertizing service along with the proper mount
which
must be used and I was ready to
experience this part of philately. I sat down and
in 10 minutes I was finished with the process. I
sent it off in early February.
It seemed like
forever. but in five short weeks my package
came back to me from the APS. Before I opened
it, thoughts
of confidence
and doubt passed
through my mind. I felt like I was waiting for
laboratory
results to confirm whether or not I
had some disease. Finally, it was open and the
results were positive. It was a genuine Scott
No. lIb, confirmed
by three experts from the
American
Philatelic
Expertizing
Service. In
addition, somebody went through the trouble to
plate the stamp, i.e. to identify which part of the
sheet the stamps came from. The cost, approximately $22 to learn my stamp is genuine, and
add the prestigious
APS Certificate
along side
this pair of stamps.
What started
out as an uneventful
day
culminated
8 weeks later. Aside from the
potential monetary gain (I'll probably never sell
the stamps as they are the pride of my collection)
the experience, knowledge and fun gained from
this was a collector's dream. After all, isn't that
what the hobby of stamp collecting is all about?

Ancon Station A
by Hugh W. Cassibry
This article consists of three letters written to me
by Hugh Cassibry in 1973. I believe this
information will shed new light on that elusive
Station A at Ancon, Canal Zone.
R.H. Salz
Letter No.1:
The Ancon Station A cancel [Entwistle Hs-3]
was used as an office mark in the mailing room
prior to the opening of the regular Station A post
office and to confuse things it was used as a
cancelling device after the office opened.
Mr. Fechtig was the first postmaster at Ancon
Station A and he arrived on the Isthmus on
11/21/05 so the office must have opened between
11/21 and 12/1/05. The mailing room stamp was
used as a receiving mark for a couple of months
before the post office was opened according to
Frank E. Greene who was working there at the
time. Frank corresponded with Fechtig and
others and the opening date has been narrowed
down between 11/22 and 12/1/05, since it is
reasoned he (Fechtig) would not have assumed
his duties on the same day he arrived.
It would be quite interesting if you found one of
these marks used as a cancelling device prior to
11/22/05. I doubt if you will, but there is always
that chance. Greene was working there at the
time and prior to the opening of Ancon Station A,
mail was supposed to have been taken to Ancon
for cancelling.
Letter No.2:
I like the 11/4/05, Ancon Station A cover
[whereabouts unknown] of Bill Sells. This is a
perfect example of the mail room mark. The
Ancon Station A mark is on the front but does not
touch the stamp. The 7-bar "CANAL ZONE"
killer [Ent. K-l] was applied by the Ancon post
office after this envelope was sent from the
mailing room to Ancon for cancelling. There
should be a difference in the ink used for the
Ancon Station A mark and the ink used for the
killer. If not visible to the eye it would probably
show under ultra-violet light.
This 7-bar killer was used by Ancon but there
is no record that such a killer was ever used by
the mailing room or by Ancon Station A after it
became a cancelling station-as far as I know.
Frank E. Greene did quite a bit of research on
this post office.
Greene worked in the Administration Building
(Panama) during the time the mailing room was
changed over to a post office so he speaks with a
lot of authority on the subject.
From all the information I have been able to
gather, the change-over from mailing room to
post office occurred between 11/21/05 and
12/1/05. It is possible that for accounting, or
other reasons, the actual change over was made
on 12/1/05.
Letter No.3:
... Thanks for the further dope on Ancon
Station A. I am glad you are taking an interest.
Over the years, many have tried to firmly
establish an opening date for the P.O. but so far
without success. These October cancels are
nothing new. All agree the mailroom used this
round cancel with a straight-line date before the
post office opened. From my research, I would

say the killer was applied in Ancon-not Ancon
Station A or the mailing room. As to cancels,
show me an Ancon Station A received or
registered mark prior to 11/22/05 and I will
gladly accept the date shown. The postmaster
arrived on 11/21/05 and obviously a P.O. requires
a postmaster!

Commemorative Cachets
From U.S. Naval Vessels
In The Canal Zone
W.G. Crosby Naval Cachets

Fig: 2. USS Bordelon - Crosby Cachet

by Roger A. Wentworth
What cover collector has not heard of W.G.
Crosby? He was, without doubt, "the giant"
among cachet designers and his cachets are
among the most sought after in all areas of cover
collecting. Most Canal Zone cover collectors are
familiar with Crosby's work on 25th Anniversary
First Day Covers (Fig. 1). However, Crosby's
work was not limited to first day covers. He is
much more famous in :lava] collecting circles for
his ship and naval related event cachets .
I have selected eight naval cachets with Canal
Zone themes or cancels to illustrate Crosby's
work in this area (Figs. 2-9). Figures 2 to 5
illustrate his famous "Kiss of the Oceans" cachet
possibly suggested by the Maduro picture post
card #5A-HI243 in figure 13. Figures 6 to 9
represent typical Crosby cachets. There are
endless varieties and hundreds of ships depicted.
Crosby's trademark is the small photograph in
the cachets.
Crosby had many imitators as illustrated in
figures 10-12. The cover in figure 10 was for
years thought to be a Crosby by collectors. After
close examination by this collector in 1980, the
name F. Brewer was found in the artwork just
below the scroll between the picture of Theodore
Roosevelt and the caricature of Col. Goethals.
Figure 11 is a Louis Weigand, and figure 12 is a
Gmahle. (The cachet in figure 12 was designed
by Crosby, but after his death this cachet as well
as others were purchased by Gmahle and are
referred to as "Crosby Type" cachets.) Crosby's or
not, these cachets are also highly sought after by
collectors of naval cachets.
Crosby cachets, no matter what area in which
one collects them, are a prized component of any
collection. Crosby covers range in value from
between $8.00 and $75.00 depending on such
factors as the ship depicted, the event commemorated, the stamp, and the condition of the cover.
Those with two cachets or "Double Crosby's" also
exist and can be quite expenive.

Fig. I. First Day Scott #135 - Crosby Cachet
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Fig. 3. USS Cachalot - Crosby Cachet

Fig. 4. USS Dahlgren

- Crosby Cachet

Fig. 5. USS Vincennes - Crosby Cachet

Fig. 6. USS Chaumont

- Crosby Cachet

Fig. 7. USS Erie - Crosby Cachet

Fig. 8. USS Goff - Crosby Cachet
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Greybuunds of tile sea

Fig. 9. USS Hull - Crosby Cachet

Fig. 10. USS Charleston

Fig. 11. USS Dixie - Weigand Cachet

Fig. 12. USS Mindoro - Gmahle Cachet

Fakes do exist. I will be illustrating and
describing some of them in future issues of the
Philatelist. As with the flat "A"s, just because an
overprint measures correctly does not guarantee
that it is genuine. One must also look at the
underlying U.S. stamp, the shape and distinctness of the letters of the overprint, and the color of
the overprint. Second, one must remember that
both the sharp and the flat "A" overprints went
through more than one printing, and that there
are differences in the sharpness of the overprint
in different printings. The blackness of the ink
varies on different printings. On #91. it is the
redness of the ink, of course, but that is the only
stamp [other than the flat "A" #70] on which the
CANAL ZONE overprint on a U.S. stamp is
other than black.

Fig. 13. "Kiss of the Oceans"

Back to Basics
by Richard D. Bates, Jr.
In this article I will continue my discussion of
the various overprint types used on U.S. stamps
issued for use in the Canal Zone. I will be
examing the overprint commonly referred to as
the "sharp A" that was used to produce Scott
numbers 84-104,115-116, and J18-20. I do want
to go over more characteristics of each overprint
besides the appearance of the top of the "A"s in
the word CANAL, because these are helpful in
identifying counterfeits. Good illustrations of this
overprint can be found in Canal Zone Stamps by
G.N. Plass, G. Brewster, and R.H. Salz. Do not
rely on the illustrations in a Scott's catalogue.
These pictures look much more like many of the
fakes that exist than they do the proper overprints. For a detailed discussion of the spacings
between the words CANAL and ZONE, and the
different printings and their characteristics, the
reader is referred to pages 125-134 and 143-171
in Canal Zone Stamps.
For indentification purposes, I would like to
focus on the word CANAL, as shown in fig. 1.
First, the obvious. The tops of the "A"s in the
word CAN AL are pointed. This characteristic of
the overprint serves to distinguish from the flat
"A" type. But the word CANAL must also be of
the correct height and length. Many of the fakes
do not have these features even if they do have
sharp "A"s. The word CANAL should be
11.5mm long measured from the leading edge of
the "c" to the end of the base of the letter "L". And
the overprint should be 2.2mm high. I will have
more to say about the additional ink below the
"N" in CANAL in a future issue, as Paul Kravitz
and I have been trying to gather information on
this mark.
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Fig. r.- A good sharp "A" overprint.

Special Delivery
An interesting letter addressed to Col. Virgil F. Shaw, Ret. has surfaced. This letter was
written by the well-known cover maker Elmer
S. Smith.
It is dated 9 Nov. 1954 and is
postmarked Nov. 19, 1954 at Ancon:
Dear Colonel:
In good army parlance-Mission
accomplished-however
not exactly as you wished it.
Since the C.Z. does not have a special delivery
service it therefore offers no reciprocal service.
For this reason a U.S. special delivery stamp
was not used. However the postmaster used
two 10 cent air mail stamps in addition to the
6 cent reg. air mail postage and stamped
"Special Delivery" over the 2-10 cent stamps. I
believe this will be something rare in itselffor
I have never seen a Special Del. C.Z. stamp.
This is the best I could get done for you. I
hope it will serve the purpose. Anyhow, please
let me know.
Very sincerely,
/s/ Elmer S. Smith
Pairs of this stamp exist as illustrated in
Canal Zone Stamps on page 309. Also see the
article in CZP Whole No. 18, pA, which discusses a similar cover mailed on June 2, 1954.
Can anyone report additional examples?
R. H. Salz

As I interpret the Judge's words he is referring
to this cachet as an official production,
which
probably means it was officially sanctioned by
the authorities
and possibly printed at the Mt.

First Day Facts

Covers Of The Quarter

by Robert J. Karrer, Jr.

Philatelic Covers

The pioneering
initial CZ cachet
what has become a several year

by John C. Smith
Philatelic covers were created for the collector,
that is, they were specially prepared,
usually
without any enclosure, so they could be saved by
the person at the receiving end. In the past few
years I have been lucky enough to find some of
these interesting
gems. Upon showing them to
other collector friends and a dealer, I got the old
comment,
"Oh, they're philatelic,"
then their
noses went up. Perhaps their values are not as
high as normally franked letters, but they sure
are impressive to this collector's eye. See figures
1,2, and 3.

listing
"work

of
in

progress" was featured on these pages over a
period of several issues by Bradley G. Wilde.
Further
study hopefully leading to a future
CZSG Handbook is being undertaken
by myself
and Roger
Wentworth.
with the aid and
cooperation of many other collectors. This article
deals with the first printed cachet related to the
Canal Zone, and it is based on articles by the
author appearing
in the February
and March
1986 issues of the Isthmian Collectors Club

Journal (86-9, 86-20/21).
Even casual Canal Zone FDC or postal history
collectors will recognize the handstamped
cachet
on the 5-cent steamshovel
stamp (Scott #107)
dated June 24, 1929. That was also the 25th
anniversary
of the Canal Zone Postal System, so
it was used on all mail entering the system that
day-not
just covers with the #107. However,
this was not a printed cachet nor was it prepared
specifically for that stamp.
The summer of 1934, when the earliest known
printed Canal Zone cachet was made, was several
years after cachets gained general acceptance in
the USA. It is a common cachet, almost always
found in black and normally seen in conjunction
with Scott #117, the 3-cent Goethals stamp issued
on the 20th Anniversary
of the Panama Canal's

Fig. 1. Philatelic
cover
71,72,77,78,85,86,87,88,
Mar. 19, 1927.

franked

& 97,

with CZ# 70,
postmarked

Hope Press with him as advisor/implementer/
inspiration,
etc. Possibly mitigating
against a
Mt. Hope origin is the absense of identification of
such work on the envelope itself ... a fairly
common practice in the Canal Zone whereby the
date, printing
number
and quantity
printed
was normally
included on forms and other
documents.
Judge Tatelman
talks of his inexperience contributing
to the lack of quality in
the finished product. The lack of quality control
is evident in the diagonal line which picks up the
impression
of the fold on the back of the
envelopes;
this is fairly common
when an
envelope is run through the printing press after
it has been folded.
In a preceding paragraph,
the common black Tatelman

found in large quantities from all post offices,
even the otherwise scarce Madden Dam. In fact,
many students are of the opinion that a large
percentage
of the known Madden Dam postmarks
are found on these first day covers.
However, it is also known that a strictly limited
edition of 550 cachets was also prepared, and it is
certain this was done at Mt. Hope. This printing
is in a deep rust color and is much scarcer (to the
point where the author lacks one in his own
collection) on first day cover (Fig. 2). The return

opening on August 15th. These printed anniversary envelopes were available on the Isthmus
a few days previous-at
least by August 4th, as
Fig. 1 clearly shows. The envelope itself is
interesting, especially as it is in the handwriting
of Judge Edward P. Tatelman, who served for
many years in the CZ court system, and is
addressed to former Cristobal Postmaster Gerald
D. Bliss, who was then in retirement

in Florida.

Fig. 2. First

address

Fig. 2. Philatelic
cover franked
with
93,105,106,107,108,109,111,112,114,116,
& 117, postmarked
Jan. 4,1935.

Day Cover,

is in blue, identifying

August

15, 1934.

the mailer

as the

However, for the postal historian, the letter is the
key ingredient to this mixture. Part of it reads:

Cristobal Sojourners Lodge of the Masonic Order
(Fig. 3). If the collector is fortunate there will be
a special insert (Figures 4 & 5) in the same blue
ink. Note the lower left of Figure 4 - "MR 40628
- Panama Canal - 8-13-34-550"; this means
that 550 of the inserts were printed at Mt. Hope
on August 13, 1934. Since the ink on the envelope
and insert are the same, we can safely assume the
cachet was printed there too. One ofthe discovery
covers was addressed to "E.C. Cotton, Secretary".
On the back of that envelope was the pencil
notation
"Sojourners
Envelope/Ink
changed
from black to brown/600 only;. On Figure 5 we

"After considerable discussion over an official

see the announcement that the Secretary (Mr.

cachet

Cotton) mailed "36 of the special envelopes" to
himself for those who desired additional copies.
There is no mention of additional inserts-just

CZ# 91,

Fig. 1. Cover

to Bliss, August

to commemorate

4, 1934

the 20th year

of the

Canal's opening you'll find the terrible job on the
cover. But in addition to this the Director of Posts

cent stamp is put in issue. Wish you were here to
tell them how. The rotten job on the cover is mine.

envelopes. So, we have 36 Cotton covers and 550
with inserts apparently
mailed to members of
the Cristobal Lodge both on the Isthmus and in
the States. This leaves perhaps 14 excess rust

Please forgive and put it down to inexperience.
Will decorate a few covers for you on Aug. 15th."

cachets
ruined,

[Crede Calhoun-Ed.]
will have a first day
cachet on Aug. 15th when the new Goethals three

Fig. 3. Philatelic
cover franked
with CZ# C2,
C3, C4, & C5, postmarked
Oct. 4, 1932.

mention is made of
cachet. It is indeed

-14-

to replace those which may have been
lost in the mails, etc., and this ties in

AFTER' 5 DAYS RETURN TO

SOJOURNERSd,:'ODGE,
A. F. & A; M .
..
'.~

.-

DRAWER

H

.,

Curundu Post Office

Spurious Marks

(The following memorandum is from
the files of Hugh W. Cassibry)

I am trying to determine if both or either ofthe
following represent constant plate varieties or
are one time affairs arising from foreign material
on the plate.
The first is a copy of C9, the lO-cent airmail in
the first permanent series as shown in Fig. 1. On
it there is an extra vertical line, or partial line,
above the left frame line. It looks like an
extension ofthe left vertical frame line. It is in the
same color as the stamp, so it is either a plate
variety or a freak that printed because of some
extraneous material on the plate. Likewise, on a
copy of the 11-centstamp in the 25th Anniversary
series, Scott number 128, between the two ones in
the 11-cent block at the lower right, there is an
extraneous dot in the same color as the stamp, as
shown in Fig. 2.
If anyone has a copy of either of these stamps
with these supplementary
marks, I would
appreciate hearing from you.

'

Balboa Heights, C.Z.,
September 2, 1943

CRISTOBAL': CANAL ZONE

MEMORANDUM

____

:"

~

o'

Fig. 3. Return address on back flap.

SOJOURNERS
ROI3ERT
JOII~
JESS
LEE

1

C.\RL
(E::\I{Y

LODGE
Worshipful .Masler
SCIl{(}r Warden
llP/ior Warden
Treasurer
Secretary
. ChaPlain

Lnwy
LE \CII

?lIcG.\l{VlS COFFEY
\\',\LTLH KEL50
Elc'\F.sr CJ!.\!<:I.LS COTTO.'1
F!L\;\"K A.JHtL\:\ .'\:\IiERSO};
I{Oc.ER CnLsn:-; 1L\CR[Tf

.

ARTHli{ TlJl.)~L\S Corro~
CEORGE
LJ:\\-iS
R.\DEL
.
GEUj{(jE .-\I~Cl!IEIL\LO \rILLS
rlr..\;-'; XL\YE DODD
FRED

LEO::\.-\RD

WILLl.\).!
ROBERT

.

\YERTZ
BOARD

:\L\L:RER

OF

Jl.Jarshal

Scnior Deacon
Junior Deacon
Senior 5'tc'i.i.'ard
Junior .\'teu:ard
Inside Scnlillcl
Orgauist
Tyler

CL.\HE'\CE
J~j·.STER JI.XI:-':STO~
VWERT
Fl;E=-< \\'OOT)
.

TRUSTEES

193-1
1935

.

Jom; 1\EFLY

FRED LEO:>:ARD
PERCY EDW.\RD

\rERTZ
S!\OW
\IR

.

.J-OIJ2X

1936
1937
f':JI1:!.m<l

C:::nal-"-,~-]J"3-]--5S0

Fig. 4. Insert printed August 13, 1934.

20th Anniversary
This

announcement

of Opening
is puhlished

of Canal
e:uly

Ihis

mOllth,

i~;

being- mailed on Augusl 15. This
the 10th .'lll;ni\crS:lr~' of t]l(:' ol"elling uf the Can •.,l <llllllhc lint i~"ei,;; 11lailed
in a special anlli\"crsary enn:hpe with ::;fleci;-,Isiamp and
bring bacK !,lcasant
cache.
This will llllduulltcdly
lllclllOries
to many
of the old timers
uf I he lud~C' 1l0\\
li\-illg in the States and elsewhere.
For lho5e nl'-,lIlhcr~
who are stamp colL:c1ors, lhe
has mailed himself 36 of the 5pcci,,1 ell\ ChlpCS and
]Jc glad to furllish additional
cu\crs to till):';\': rcqCJcslill;! thenl
fir:::;t

come first ;;en"ell

Fig. 5. Description
envelope in insert.

of commemorative

pretty well with the 600 figure on the Cotton
cover.
It is unknown if the black cachets were sold to
collectors, but an old-time collector who knew
Judge Tatelman in the 1950s attests that his later
cachets cost the Judge about 2-cents each at the
CZ Press but that they were sold locally for 5cents apiece. Thus, this may well be Judge
Tatelman's earliest recorded commercial philatelic venture. It is unclear what he meant when
he expressed the belief that Gerald Bliss could
have done better for there are no cachets known
to have been prepared, printed, or sold by Bliss,
who certainly was very active in other aspects of
CZ philately during his years on the Isthmus.
Bo, we have a goolllleal of lmckgrounll on a
very common cachet, but one which deserves to
be added to all Canal Zone collections. It also
shows collectors that it is not just the rare and
expensive early material that is collectible and
that there is ample room within the broad range
of Canal Zone philately for collectors of all
stripes. The writer welcomes comments by
readers, especially those with additional data on
the Tatelman cachet, to add to the record.

FOR MR CALHOUN:

1. In accordance with Postal Circular No. 57,
dated August 21, 1943, the new Curundu Post
Office was opened September 1,1943 at 8:30 a.m.
with gold employees A. Kinghorn, R O'Connell,
Mrs. R Markowitz and silver employee L.
Grossett assigned to the office in addition to
Postmaster, F.C. Farrell.
2. About 100 people were waiting in line when
the office opened and the first money order was
purchased by A. Kinghorn, the first postal
savings certificate sold to C.E. Wakefield. Mr.
E.E. Fairchild registered the first letter and
H.R Day insured the first parcel. The first post
office box assignment was made to Mrs. D.
Nelson.

RD. Bates, Jr.

3. The first day cachet, reading "OPENING
DAY, NEW POST OFFICE, CURUNDU
CANAL ZONE", was placed on all articles
mailed at Curundu up to 5:30 p.m., September 1,
1943. When the cachets had been completed, the,
special rubber stamps were forwarded to this
office in order to avoid the possibility of their
being used at a subsequent date.
4. It is believed that the force assignment of
four gold employees and one silver employee at
Curundu will be adequate during the normal
operations, however, additional help may be
needed the first few weeks to assist in recording
box assignments in the directory in order that
incoming mail may be expeditiously handled.
5. Business transacted during the first day
was as follows:
Money orders issued
159
Postal savings issued
32
Articles registered
11
Articles insured
3
Post office box assignments
490
First day cancellations (Approximate) .. 4,500
Stamp sales (approximate)
$ 400.00
Value of money orders issued
$7,699.55
Value of postal savings issued
$3,660.00
Money order fees collected
$ 25.71
E.F. UNRUH
Jr. P.O. Inspector

CANAL ZONE
Comprehensive Stock Including singles,
plate blocks, FDC's, FFC's, B.O.B., stationery, covers and collateral material.
Send for Free Detlliled Li:st
Wants Lists Serviced

C &HSTAMPS
P.O. Box 324
Syracuse, NY 13209
Phone (315) 488-0136
CZSG

APS
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Fig. 1. Scott C9 with extra line at top left.

Fig. 2. Scott 128 with dot in 11 cents.

Book Review
by David L. Farnsworth
Getting to Know the General by Graham Greene
(New York: Pocket Books, a division of Simon &
Schuster, 1984)(ISBN 0-671-55679-7),220 pages
paperbound, $3.95.

You will not get to know the general in this
book. The general is GeneraL Omar Torrijos
Herrera, whom Greene first visited in 1976.
MOBtly, we are told too :sdtctivcly about
Greene's activities-for example, what he ate
and drank and which incorrect chauffeured car
he took. This is Greene's personal memoir of his
trips to Panama. It is not entirely superficial but
is consumed in self-referential material. The
events described may all be true, but they are
more important to the author than anyone else.
To be kind, the book could be called autobiographical.
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